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ON KENMOTSU MANIFOLD

B. PRASAD AND R.K. VERMA

Dedicated to Prof.Dr. M.C. CHAKI on his 90th birthday

Abstract. The object of this paper is to study a type of Kenmotsu manifold 
called Kenmotsu (GR)n-manifold and Kenmotsu G{PRS)n manifold (n > 2). 
W4-curvature tensoı on Kenmotsu manifold have been also studied.

1. INTRODUCTION

Let Af = be a (2m+l)-dimensional ahnost contact metric manifold with 
structure tensors (^,C,7?,5), where is a tensor field of type (1,1), C is a vector 
field, rj is a 1-form and g is the associated Riemannian metric on Af. Then by 
definition [1], we have

+ I = ri®^, J7(^) = 1, 0^ = 0, 7/ o <^ = 0 (1.1)

5(^^, <t>Y} = g{X, Y) - r,{X}n(Y), r,(X) = g{X,

for ali vector helds X, y tangent to M and / is the identity tensor field. 
If we further have, for any vector fields X, Y, Z tangent to Af,

(1.2)

(Vx<^)(y) = -rı(Y)</>X (1.3)

where V is the Riemannian connection in M, then M is known as Kenmotsu man- 
ifold [2]. Prom (1.3), we get

(Vxe) = X-r?(X)e. (1.4)

Let R be the curvature of the connection V. Then a Kenmotsu Af is of constant 
«^holomorphic sectional curvature C (K. Kenmotsu [2] )

E(x,y)z
C-3 

4 (ff(y,z)x-p(x,z)y] + C + 1 
4

[77(x)7?(z)y

-7?(y)77(Z)X + rı{Y)g{X, Z)Ç - rı{X}g{Y, Z}^ (1.5)

+g{X, (t>Z}<l>Y - g{Y, <I>Z)(I>X + 2g{X, ^y)«^Z].
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Now,

'R{X,Y,Z, VK)
C-3 

4 [g(y, Z)9{X, W} - g{X, Z)g{Y, IT)]

+c + ı 
4

[r?(x)77(z)g(y, yy) - g{YMZ}g{x, yy)

- g{X)rj{W}g{Y, Z) (1-6)

+g(X, (l>Z}g{<l>Y, ly) - g{Y, 4>Z}g{<t>X, Vy) 

+25(x,</>y)p(.^z,ıy)],

where R is the curvature tensor of type (0,4) of M.
From (1.6) we obtain

'R{X, Y, Z, = g<,X, Z)r,(Y) - g{Y, Z}r,{Xl (1-7)

which gives
7î(x,y)e = r?(x)y-7?(y)x (1-8)

Also on contraction of (1.5), we have Ricci tensor and scalar curvature respec- 
tively as follows

b) r =

(C + l)(n + 1)
4

g{<kY,<l>Z}-{n-l)gÇY,ZY

[(C' + l)(n + l)-4n].
(1-9)

a) ffic(y, Z) =
n +1 

4
Prom (1.9), we get

Ric(y,e) = -(n-l)r7(y).
The following iy4-curvature tensor is defined [3].

(1-10)

1 
n — 1ıy4(x, y, z) = R(x, y, z} + [5(x,z)(3y-p(x,y)QZ] (1-11)

where Q is the field of symmetric endomorphism corresponding to the Ricci tensors, 
i.e..

g{QX,Y} = Ric{X,YY 
From (1.11), we get

ıy4(x, y, z, u) = 'r{x, y, z, u) + [s(X, Z)Ric(Y, U) - g{X, Y)Ric{Z, [/)]

(1-12)

1
n - 1

where
'Ty4(x, y, z, u} ff(iy4(x, y, z), u)

and
' R{X,Y,Z,U} = g{R{X,Y,Z},U}.

In recent paper De, Guha and Kamilya [4] introduced and studied a type of
Riemannian manifold {M'^,g) {n 
the condition

2) whose Ricci tensor Ric of type (0,2) satisfies

(VxR2c)(y, Z} = A(X)Rzc(y, Z) + B{X)g(Y, Z) (1-13)
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where A and B aıe two 1-forms, B is non-zero, P, Q are two vector fields such that,

p(X,P) = yl(X)

5(X,Q) = B(X)
(1.14)

(1.15)
for every vector fields X.

Süch a manifold were called by them a generalized Ricci-recurrent manifold and 
an n-dimensional manifold of this kind were denoted by (GR)

On the other hand in 1993 M.C. Chaki and S. Koley [5] introduced another type 
of non-flat Riemannian manifolds (Af",p) (n > 2), whose Ricci tensor of the type 
(0,2) satisfies the condition

(VxRîc)(y, Z) = 2^(X)Rm(y, Z) -(- B(Y')Ric{X, Z) + C{Z}Ric{Y, X) (1.16) 
where j4, B, C are three non-zero 1-forms and V denotes the operatör of covariant 
differentiation with respect to g. Such a manifold ■were called by them a generalized 
pseudo Ricci symmetric manifold and an n-dimensional manifold were denoted by 
G(PRS)„.

2. Generalized Ricci-recurrent Kenmotsu manifold admitting 
codazzi type Ricci-Tensor

We know that

{VxRic}{Y, Z} = XRic(Y, Z) - Ric{yxY, Z} - Ric{Y,'7xZ}.

Therefore from (1.13) and (2.1), we get
yl(X)Ric(y, Z) + B(X)5(y, Z) = XRİc{Y, Z} - Ric{yxY, Z} - Ric(X, ^xZ).

Putting Z = in above relation, we get

>l(X)Rîc(y,e) + B{X}g{Y,Ci = XRic(y,e) - Ric{yxY,^) - Ric(X, S7xC- 
Using (1.2), (1.4), (1.10) we get

-(n - l)77(y)X(X) +B(X)77(y) = -(n - l)(Vx»l)(y) - Ri<Y, X-rj{X}^'). (2.2) 
The above equation can also be written as
-(n-l)77(y)A(X) + B(X)77(r) -(n - X} - Ric{Y, X - r,{X)C)

-{n - l)g{(l)Y, X) - Ric(Y, X)-(n- l)r,{XMY).

Putting y = Ç in above relation we have,

-[(n - l)yl(X) - S(X)]7/(e) = -{n - 1)^(0^, ^) - 1)77(X). (2.3)
By virtue of (1.1) and (1.10), (2.3) reduces to

(n - 1)A{X) - B{X} = 0. (2.4)
Here we assume a generalized Ricci-recurrent manifold admits codazzi type Ricci- 
tensor Rzc, that is

(yxRic)(Y, Z} = {yxRic}{X, Z}.
Then in virtue of (1.13) it follow from (2.5) that

A(X)Rzc(y, Z) + B{X}g(Y, Z) = A{Y)Ric{X, Z} + B{Y}g{X, Z).

Putting X = C in (2.6) we get, by using (1.2) and (1.10), that

A(€)Ric(y, Z} + B(e)3(y, Z} = A{Y}Ric{İ, Z) + B(y)(z(e, Z)

(2.5)

(2.6)
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or
Z) + Z) = -[(n - l)A(y) - B(y)]77(Z). (2.7)

In view of (2.4), (2.7) yields

>i(e)Pic(y,z)+B(e)5(y,z) = o

i.e., Ric{Y, Z) = /j,g(Y, Z) where fj, = —B{^} / A(Ç).
Therefore we can state the theorem.

Theorem 2.1. If a genercdized Ricci-recurrent Kenmotsu manifold admits codazzi 
type Ricci tensor, tiıen it becomes an Einstein manifold.

3. Kenmotsu G{PRS}n manifold (n > 2)

In this section we assume that a G{PRS)n is Kenmotsu manifold. 
Now we have

(VxPic)(y,e) = ^xRic{Y,^) - Ric(yxY^) - Ric(Yyx^Y

Using (1.10) in (3.1), we get

{yxRic')(Y,^) = -{n - l)g(<^X,y) - Ric{YyxC-

(3.1)

(3.2)

Prom (1.16), we get

(VxPw)(y, = l)2A(X)77(y) - (n - + C{^)Ric{Y, X). (3.3)

Prom (3.2) and (3.3), we get

-(n - l)2A(X)7/(y) -{n- 1)B(Y)t]{X} + C{^)Ric(Y,X}

= -(n - l)g{<j>X, Y) - Ric{Y, ^7x^1

Putting for X in (3.4), we get

-(n - l)2yl(X)r,(y) -{n- 1)B{YMX) -{n- l)G(e)î?(y) = 0.

Again putting for Y in (3.5), we get

2A(Ç) + B(e) + G(Ç) = 0.

Putting the value of G(^) from (3.6) in equation (3.5), we get 

B(e)r7(y) + B(y) = o.

Putting for y in equation (3.7), we get

= 0.

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

Hence from (3.7) and (3.8), we get

B(y) = o (3.9)

which is inadmissible by the definition of G(PJÎS')„. Thus we can state the following 
theorem.
Theorem 3.1. 4 G{PRS)n {n 2) cannot be Kenmotsu manifold.
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4. İKt-CURVATURE TENSOR IN A KENMOTSU MANİFOLD OF CONSTANT 
</>-HOLOMORPHIC SECTİONAL CURVATURE

Theorem 4.1. On Kenmotsu manifold of constant (f-holomorphic sectional cur
vature, we have

y, Z, e) = rj{Z)g{X, Y) - 7i{X}g{y, Z)

'ıy4(e, Z, U} - 'vy4(e, u, y, z) = 7/(t;)[-5(y z) + 1 
n — 1 Ric{Z,Y)
1 

n — 1
+rı(YMU,Z}- Ric{Z,U')]

'w4(e,y,^,f/) + 'ıy4(y,2,e,c^)+ 'W4(z,^,y,î7) = o. (4.3)

Proof. Prom (1.7), (1.10), (1.12), we get (4.1). Similarly the other results can also 
proved.
Theorem 4.2. A W4-flat Kenmotsu manifold is a manifold of constant Riemann
ian curvature.

Proof. Prom (1.12), we get

'W4{^,Y,Z,U}='R{^,Y,Z,U} + [ff(e, Z)Ric{Y, U) - g{^, Y)Ric{Z, [/)].

(4.4)
Por such a space iy4(^,y, Z, 17) = 0. Conseguently from (4.4), we have 

(n - 1) 'R{^, Y, Z, U) = g(^, Y)Ric{Z, U)g{^, Z)Ric{Y, U) (4.5)
or

{n - l)[77(Z)5(y, fZ) - r,{U}g(Y, Z)] = r^{y}Ric{Z, U} - r,{Z}Ric{Y, U).

Putting for Z in above eguation, we get

Ric{Y,U) =-{n-l}g{Y,U}, (4.6)
which shows that Kenmotsu manifold is an Einstein manifold. Now using (4.6) in 
(4.5), we find

'E(e, Y, Z, U) = r,İX)g{Z, U) - rı{Z)g(Y, U)

OT

R(Y,Z,U)=rı(Y)Z-rı(Z)Y.
Hence the manifold is of constant Riemannian curvature —1.
Theorem 4.3. In a W4-flat T/-Einstein Kenmotsu manifold the scalar curvature is 
given by —n(n — 1).

Proof. Since manifold is 77-Einstein, there exist functions a and b such that

Ric{X,Y'j = ag{X,Y} + h'g{X')rf{Y}.

In consequence of (4.7) and (1.10), we have

a + b = —2m and r = {2m + l)a + b,

(4.7)

which yields
r + 2m 

2m
—r — 2m(2m + 1)

2171 (4.8)

1
n — 1

a = , b =
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From (1.12) and (4.7), we have
2m 'R{X, Y, Z, U) = a[ff(X, Y)g{Z, U) - g{X, Z}g{Y, £7)] 

+6[ff(X, Y)rı{ZMU} - g{X, Z)r,(Y)r,(U)].
Putting for X and Z and using (1.7), (1.2), we find

(a + 2m){g(y,t;)-,7(y),7(CZ)} = 0
which implies a = — 2m. This yields r = —n(n — 1), and hence the theorem.

(4.9)

(4.10)

ÖZET;Bu çalışmanın amacı, Kenmotsu (G7î)„-manifoldu olarak ad
landırılan Kenmotsu tipi bir manifold ile, Kenmotsu G^PRS'jn > 2) 
manifoldunu İncelenmektir. Ayrıca, Kenmotsu manifoldu üzerindeki 
IV^-egrilik tensOrü de incelenmiştir.
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